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Abstract
We present a simple mathematical formulation to describe the little penguins parade in Phillip Island.
We observed that penguins have the tendency to waddle back and forth on the shore to create a
sufficiently large group and then walk home compactly together.
The mathematical framework that we introduce describes this phenomenon, by taking into account
“natural parameters”, such as the sight of the penguins, their cruising speed and the possible “fear” of
animals. On the one hand, this favors the formation of rafts of penguins but, on the other hand, this may
lead to the panic of isolated and exposed individuals.
The model that we propose is based on a set of ordinary differential equations. Due to the discontinuous behavior of the speed of the penguins, the mathematical treatment (to get existence and uniqueness
of the solution) is based on a “stop-and-go” procedure.
We use this setting to provide rigorous examples in which at least some penguins manage to safely
return home (there are also cases in which some penguins freeze due to panic).
To facilitate the intuition of the model, we also present some simple numerical simulations that can
be compared with the actual movement of the penguins parade.
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Introduction

An extraordinary event in the state of Victoria, Australia, consists in the march of the little penguins (whose
scientific name is “Eudyptula minor”) who live in Phillip Island. At sunset, when it gets too dark for the little
penguins to hunt their food in the sea, they come out to return to their homes (which are small cavities in the
terrain, that are located at some dozens of meters from the water edge).
As foreigners in Australia, our first touristic trip in the neighborhoods of Melbourne consisted in a one-day
excursion to Phillip Island, enjoying the presence of wallabies, koalas and kangaroos, visiting some farms
during the trip, walking on the spectacular empty beaches of the coast and – cherry on top – being delighted
by the show of the little penguins parade.
Though at that moment we were astonished by the poetry of the natural exhibition of the penguins, later on,
driving back to Melbourne in the middle of the night, we started thinking back to what we saw and attempted
to understand the parade from a rational, and not only emotional, point of view (yet we believe that the
rational approach was not diminishing but rather enhancing the sense of our intense experience).
As a matter of fact, by watching the marvelous parade, it seemed to us that some simple features appeared in
the very unusual pattern followed by the little penguins:
• Little penguins have the strong tendency to gather together in a sufficiently large number before starting
their march home.
• They have the tendency to march on a straight line, compactly arranged in a cluster, which is called in
jargon “raft”.
• To make this raft, they will move back and forth, waiting for other fellows or even going back to the
sea if no other mate is around.
• If, by chance or by mistake, a little penguin remains isolated, (s)he can get really scared, and panic
can lead to a complete freeze (in the parade that we have seen live, it indeed happened that one little
penguin remained isolated from the others and panic prevailed: even though (s)he was absolutely fit
from the physical point of view and no concrete impediment was obstructing the motion, (s)he got
completely stuck for half an hour and the staff of the Nature Park had to go and provide assistance).
For a short video of the little penguins parade, in which the formation of rafts is rather evident, see e.g.
https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/enrico/penguins/Penguins1.MOV
The simple features listed above are likely to be a consequence of the morphological structure of the little
penguins and of the natural environment. As a matter of fact, little penguins are a marine-terrestrial species.
They are highly efficient swimmers but possess a rather inefficient form of locomotion on land (indeed,
flightless penguins, as the ones in Phillip Island, waddle, more than walk). At evening (more precisely, about
80 minutes after sunset, according to the data in [13]) little penguins terminate their fishing activity in the
sea and return to their burrows for reproduction, breeding activities and rest. Since their bipedal locomotion
is slow and rather goofy, and their easily recognizable countershading makes them extremely visible to
predators, the transition between the marine and terrestrial environment is felt as a particular danger by the
little penguins. The area of highest danger is clearly the one adjacent to the shore-line, since this is an
environment which provides little or no shelter, and it is also in a regime of reduced visibility. Thus, in our
opinion, the rules that we have listed may be seen as the outcome of the difficulty of the little penguins to
perform their transition from a more favorable environment to an habitat in which their morphology turns
out to be suboptimal.
To translate these simple rules into a mathematical framework, we propose the following equation:



ṗi (t) = Pi p(t), w(t); t ε + Vi p(t), w(t); t + f pi (t), t .
Here, the following notation is used:

(1.1)
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• The function n : [0, +∞) → N0 , where N0 := N \ {0}, is piecewise constant and nonincreasing,
namely there exist a (possibly finite) sequence 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tj < . . . and integers n1 > · · · >
nj > . . . such that n(t) = nj ∈ N0 for any t ∈ (tj−1 , tj ).

• At time t > 0, there is a set of n(t) rafts of penguins p(t) = p1 (t), . . . , pn(t)
 (t) . That is, at
time t ∈ (tj−1 , tj ) there is a set of nj rafts of penguins p(t) = p1 (t), . . . , pnj (t) .
• For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n(t)}, the coordinate pi (t) ∈ R represents the position of a raft of penguins on the
real line: each of these rafts contains a certain number of little penguins,
 and this number is denoted
by wi (t) ∈ N0 . We also consider the array w(t) = w1 (t), . . . , wn(t) (t) .
We assume that wi is piecewise constant, namely that wi (t) = w̄i,j for any t ∈ (tj−1 , tj ), for
some w̄i,j ∈ N0 , namely the number of little penguins in each raft remains constant, till the next penguins join the raft at time tj (if, for the sake of simplicity, one wishes to think that initially all the little
penguins are separated one from the other, one may also suppose that wi (t) = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }
and t ∈ [0, t1 )).
Up to renaming the variables, we suppose that the initial position of the rafts is increasing with respect
to the index, namely
(1.2)
p1 (0) < · · · < pn1 (0).
• The parameter ε > 0 represents a drift velocity of the penguins towards their house, which is located1
at the point H ∈ (0, +∞).

• For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n(t)}, the quantity Vi p(t), w(t); t represents the strategic velocity of the ith raft
of penguins and it can be considered as a function with domain varying in time
Vi (·, ·; t) : Rn(t) × Nn(t) → R,
i.e.
Vi (·, ·; t) : Rnj × Nnj → R

for any t ∈ (tj−1 , tj ),

and, for any (ρ, w) = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn(t) , w1 , . . . , wn(t) ) ∈ Rn(t) × Nn(t) , it is of the form





Vi ρ, w; t := 1 − µ wi mi ρ, w; t + vµ wi .

(1.3)

In this setting, for any (ρ, w) = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn(t) , w1 , . . . , wn(t) ) ∈ Rn(t) × Nn(t) , we have that
X

mi ρ, w; t :=
sign (ρj − ρi ) wj s(|ρi − ρj |),

(1.4)

j∈{1,...,n(t)}

where s ∈ Lip([0, +∞)) is nonnegative and nonincreasing and, as usual, we denoted the “sign function” as

if r > 0,
1
0
if r = 0,
R 3 r 7→ sign (r) :=

−1 if r < 0.
Also, for any ` ∈ N, we set


µ(`) :=

1
0

if ` > κ,
if ` 6 κ − 1,

(1.5)

for a fixed κ ∈ N, with κ > 2, and v > ε.
In our framework, the meaning of the strategic velocity of the ith raft of penguins is the following:
1

For concreteness, if pi (T ) = H for some T > 0, we can set pi (t) := H for all t > T and remove pi from the equation of
motion – that is, the penguin has safely come back home and (s)he can go to sleep. In real life penguins have some social life before
going to sleep, but we are not taking this under consideration for the moment.
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– When the raft of penguins is too small (i.e. it contains less than κ little penguins), then the
term involving µ vanishes, thus the strategic velocity reduces to the term given by mi ; this term,
in turn, takes into account the position of the other rafts of penguins. That is, each penguin is
endowed with a “sight” modeled by the function s (for instance, if s is identically equal to 1, then
2
the penguin has a “perfect sight”; if s(r) = e−r , then the penguin sees close objects much better
than distant ones; if s is compactly supported, then the penguin does not see too far objects, etc.).
Based on the position of the other mates that (s)he sees, the penguin has the tendency to move
either forward or backward (the more penguins (s)he sees ahead, the more (s)he is inclined to
move forward, the more penguins (s)he sees behind, the more (s)he is inclined to move backward,
and nearby penguins weight more than distant ones, due to the monotonicity of s). This strategic
tension coming from the position of the other penguins is encoded by the function mi .
– When the raft of penguins is sufficiently large (i.e. it contains at least κ little penguins), then
the term involving µ is equal to 1; in this case, the strategic velocity is v (that is, when the raft
of penguins is sufficiently rich in population, its strategy is to move forward with cruising speed
equal to v).

• The function Pi p(t), w(t); t represents the panic that the ith raft of penguins fears in case of
extreme isolation from the rest of the herd. Here, we take d > d > 0, a nonincreasing2 function ϕ ∈ Lip(R, [0, 1]), with ϕ(r) = 1 if r 6 d and ϕ(r) = 0 if r > d, and, for any ` ∈ N0 ,

1 if ` > 2,
(1.6)
w(`) :=
0 if ` = 1,
and we take as panic function3 the function with variable domain
Pi (·, ·; t) : Rn(t) × Nn(t) → [0, 1],
i.e.
Pi (·, ·; t) : Rnj × Nnj → [0, 1]

for any t ∈ (tj−1 , tj ),

given, for any (ρ, w) = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn(t) , w1 , . . . , wn(t) ) ∈ Rn(t) × Nn(t) , by
n

Pi ρ, w; t := max w(wi ),

max
j∈{1,...,n(t)}
j6=i

o
ϕ |ρi − ρj | .

(1.7)

The panic function describes the fact that, if the raft gets scared, then it has the tendency to suddenly
stop. This happens when the raft contains only one element (i.e., wi = 0) and the other rafts are far
apart (at distance larger than d).
Conversely, if the raft contains at least two little penguins, or if there is at least another raft sufficiently 
close (say at distance smaller than d), then the raft is self-confident, namely the function Pi p(t), w(t); t
is equal to 1 and the total intentional velocity of the raft coincides with the strategic velocity.
Interestingly, the panic function Pi may be independent of the sight function s: namely a little penguin
can panic if (s)he feels alone and too much exposed, even if (s)he can see other little penguins (for
instance, if s is identically equal to 1, the little penguin always sees the other members of the herd,
still (s)he can panic if they are too far apart).
2

Here the notation “Lip” stands for bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions.
The case of ϕ identically equal to 1 can be also comprised in our setting. In this case, also Pi is identically one (which
corresponds to the case in which penguins do not panic).
3
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• The function f ∈ Lip(R × [0, +∞)) takes into account the environment. For a neutral environment,
one has that this term vanishes. In practice, it may take into account the ebb and flow of the sea on the
foreshore (where the little penguins parade starts), the possible ruggedness of the terrain, the presence
of predators, etc. (as a variation, one can consider also a stochastic version of this term).
Given the interpretation above, equation (1.1) tries to comprise the pattern that we described in words and to
set the scheme of motion of the little penguins into a mathematical framework.
We observe indeed that, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no specific mathematical attempt to
describe in a concise way the penguins parade. The mathematical literature of penguins has mostly focused
on the description of the heat flow in the penguins feathers (see [4]), on the numerical analysis to mark
animals for later identification (see [14]), on the statistics of the Magellanic penguins at sea (see [15]), on
the hunting strategies of fishing penguins (see [7]), and on the isoperimetric arrangement of the Antarctic
penguins to prevent the heat dispersion caused by the polar wind and on the crystal structures and solitary
waves produced by such arrangements (see [6] and [11]). We remark that the climatic situation in Phillip
Island is rather different from the Antarctic one and, given the very mild temperatures of the area, we do not
think that heat considerations should affect too much the behavior and the moving strategies of the Victorian
little penguins and their tendency to cluster seems more likely to be a defensive strategy against possible
predators.
Though no mathematical formulation of the little penguins parade has been given till now, a series of experimental analysis has been recently performed on the specific environment of Phillip Island. We recall,
in particular, [2], which describes the association of the little penguins in rafts, by collecting data spanning
over several years, [1], which describes the effect of fog on the orientation of the little penguins (which may
actually do not come back home in conditions of poor visibility), [10] and [12], in which a data analysis
is performed to show the fractal structure in space and time for the foraging of the little penguins, also in
relation to Lévy flights and fractional Brownian motions.
For an exhaustive list of publications focused on the behavior of the little penguins of Phillip Island, we refer
to the web page
https://www.penguins.org.au/conservation/research/publications/
We stress that our model is of course dramatically simplified, in order to allow a rigorous mathematical
treatment and simple numeric computations: nevertheless the model is already rich enough to detect some
specific features of the little penguins parade, such as the formation of rafts, the oscillatory waddling of the
penguins and the possibility that panic interferes with rationally more convenient motions. Moreover, our
model is flexible enough to allow specific distinctions between the single penguins (for instance, with minor
modifications4 , one can take into account the possibility that different penguins have a different sight, that
they have a different reaction to isolation and panic, or that they exhibit some specific social behavior that
favors the formation of clusters selected by specific characteristics); similarly, the modeling of the habitat
may also encode different possibilities (such as the burrows of the penguins being located in different places),
and multi-dimensional models can be also constructed using similar ideas.
Furthermore, natural modifications lead to the possibility that one or a few penguins may leave an already
formed raft5 (at the moment, for simplicity, we considered here the basic model in which, once a cluster is
made up, it keeps moving without losing any of its elements – we plan to address in a future project in detail
the case of rafts which may also decrease the number of components, possibly in dependence of random
fluctuations or social considerations among the members of the group).
4

In particular, one can replace the quantities v, s, µ, κ, ϕ with vi , si , µi , κi , ϕi if one wants to customize these features for every

raft.
5

For instance, rather than forming one single raft, the model can still consider the penguins of the cluster as separate elements,
each one with its own peculiar behavior.
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In addition, for simplicity, in this paper we modeled each raft to be located at a precise point: though this is
not a completely unrealistic assumption (given that the scale of the penguin is much smaller than that of the
beach), one can also easily modify this feature by locating a cluster in a region comparable to its size.
In future projects, we plan to introduce other more sophisticated models, also taking into account stochastic
oscillations and optimization methods, and, on the long range, to use these models in a detailed experimental
confrontation taking advantage of the automated monitoring systems under development in Phillip Island.
The model that we propose here is also flexible enough to allow quantitative modifications of all the parameters involved. This is quite important, since these parameters may vary due to different conditions of the
environment. For instance, the sight of the penguins can be reduced by the fog (see [1]), and by the effect of
moonlight and artificial light (see [13]).
Similarly, the number of penguins in each group and the velocity of the herd may vary due to structural
changes of the beach: roughly speaking, from the empirical data, penguins typically gather into groups of 5–
10 individuals (but we have also observed much larger rafts forming on the beach) within 40 second intervals,
see [2], but the way these groups are built varies year by year and, for instance, the number of individuals
which always gather into the same group changes year by year in strong dependence with the breeding
success of the season, see again [2]. Also, tidal phenomena may change the number of little penguins in each
group and the velocity of the group, since the change of the beach width alters the perception of the risk of
the penguins. For instance, a low tide produces a larger beach, with higher potential risk of predators, thus
making the penguins gather in rafts of larger size, see [9].
From the mathematical viewpoint, we remark that (1.1) does not follow into the classical framework of
ordinary differential equations, since the right hand side of the equation is not Lipschitz continuous (and,
in fact, it is not even continuous). This mathematical complication is indeed the counterpart of the real
motion of the little penguins in the parade, which have the tendency to change their speed rather abruptly
to maintain contact with the other elements of the herd. That is, on view, it does not seem unreasonable to
model, as a simplification, the speed of the penguin as a discontinuous function, to take into account the
sudden modifications of the waddling according to the position of the other penguins, with the conclusive
aim of gathering together a sufficient number of penguins in a raft which eventually will march concurrently
in the direction of their burrows.
The mathematical treatment of equation (1.1) that we provide in this paper is the following.
• In Section 2, we provide a notion of solution for which (1.1) is uniquely solvable in the appropriate
setting. This notion of solution will be obtained by a “stop-and-go” procedure, which is compatible
with the idea that when two (or more) rafts of penguins meet, they form a new, bigger raft which will
move coherently in the sequel of the march.
• In Section 3, we discuss a couple of concrete examples in which the penguins are able to safely return
home: namely, we show that there are “nice” conditions in which the strategy of the penguins allows
a successful homecoming.
• In Section 4, we present a series of numerical simulations to compare our mathematical model with
the real-world experience.

2

Existence and uniqueness theory for equation (1.1)

We stress that equation (1.1) does not lie within the setting of ordinary differential equations, since the right
hand side is not Lipschitz continuous (due to the discontinuity of the functions w and mi , and in fact the right
hand side also involves functions with domain varying in time). As far as we know, the weak formulations of
ordinary differential equations as the ones of [3] do not take into consideration the setting of equation (1.1),
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so we briefly discuss here a direct approach to the existence and uniqueness theory for such equation. To this
end, and to clarify our direct approach, we present two illustrative examples (see e.g. [5]).
Example 2.1. Setting x : [0, +∞) → R, the ordinary differential equation

−1 if x(t) > 0,
ẋ(t) =
1
if x(t) < 0

(2.1)

is not well posed. Indeed, taking an initial datum x(0) < 0, it will evolve with the formula x(t) = t + x(0)
for any t ∈ [0, −x(0)] till it hits the zero value. At that point, equation (2.1) would prescribe a negative
velocity, which becomes contradictory with the positive velocity prescribed to the negative coordinates.
Example 2.2. The ordinary differential equation

−1
0
ẋ(t) =

1

if x(t) > 0,
if x(t) = 0,
if x(t) < 0

(2.2)

is similar to the one in (2.1), in the sense that it does not fit into the standard theory of ordinary differential
equations, due to the lack of continuity of the right hand side. But, differently from the one in (2.1), it can be
set into an existence and uniqueness theory by a simple “reset” algorithm.
Namely, taking an initial datum x(0) < 0, the solution evolves with the formula x(t) = t + x(0) for
any t ∈ [0, −x(0)] till it hits the zero value. At that point, equation (2.2) would prescribe a zero velocity,
thus a natural way to continue the solution is to take x(t) = 0 for any t ∈ [−x(0), +∞) (similarly, in the
case of positive initial datum x(0) > 0, a natural way to continue the solution is x(t) = −t + x(0) for
any t ∈ [0, x(0)] and x(t) = 0 for any t ∈ [x(0), +∞)). The basic idea for this continuation method is to
flow the equation according to the standard Cauchy theory of ordinary differential equations for as long as
possible, and then, when the classical theory breaks, “reset” the equation with respect of the datum at the
break time (this method is not universal and indeed it does not work for (2.1), but it produces a natural global
solution for (2.2)).
In the light of Example 2.2, we now present a framework in which equation (1.1) possesses a unique solution
(in a suitable “reset” setting). To this aim, we first notice that the initial number of rafts of penguins is fixed to
be equal to n1 and each raft is given by a fixed number of little penguins packed together (that is, the number
of little penguins in the ith initial raft being equal to w̄i,1 and i ranges from 1 to n1 ). So, we set w̄1 :=
(w̄1,1 , . . . , w̄n1 ,1 ) and w̄i,1 = w(w̄i,1 ), where w was defined in (1.6). For any ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn1 ) ∈ Rn1 , let
also
n
o
(2.3)
Pi,1 (ρ) := max w̄i,1 , max ϕ |ρi − ρj | .
j∈{1,...,n1 }
j6=i

The reader may compare this definition with the one in (1.7). For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n1 } we also set
µ̄i,1 := µ(w̄i,1 ),
where µ is the function defined in (1.5), and, for any ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn1 ) ∈ Rn1 ,
X
m̄i,1 (ρ) :=
sign (ρj − ρi ) w̄j,1 s(|ρi − ρj |).
j∈{1,...,n1 }

This definition has to be compared with (1.4). Recalling (1.2) we also set
D1 := {ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn1 ) ∈ Rn1 s.t. ρ1 < · · · < ρn1 }.
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We remark that if ρ ∈ D1 then
m̄i,1 (ρ) =

X

X

w̄j,1 s(|ρi − ρj |) −

j∈{i+1,...,n1 }

w̄j,1 s(|ρi − ρj |)

j∈{1,...,i−1}

and therefore
m̄i,1 (ρ) is bounded and Lipschitz for any ρ ∈ D1 .

(2.4)

Then, we set
Vi,1 (ρ) := (1 − µ̄i,1 ) m̄i,1 (ρ) + v µ̄i,1 .
This definition has to be compared with the one in (1.3). Notice that, in view of (2.4), we have that
Vi,1 (ρ) is bounded and Lipschitz for any ρ ∈ D1 .

(2.5)

So, we set

Gi,1 (ρ, t) := Pi,1 (ρ) ε + Vi,1 (ρ) + f (ρi , t).
From (2.3) and (2.5), we have that Gi,1 is bounded and Lipschitz in D1 × [0, +∞). Consequently, from the
global existence and uniqueness of solutions of ordinary differential equations, we have that there exist t1 ∈
(1)
(1)
(0, +∞] and a solution p(1) (t) = (p1 (t), . . . , pn1 (t)) ∈ D1 of the Cauchy problem
(

(1)
ṗi (t) = Gi,1 p(1) (t), t
for t ∈ (0, t1 ),
(1)
p (0)
given in D1
and
p(1) (t1 ) ∈ ∂D1 ,

(2.6)

see e.g. Theorem 1.4.1 in [8].
The solution of (1.1) will be taken to be p(1) in [0, t1 ), that is, we set p(t) := p(1) (t) for any t ∈ [0, t1 ).
We also set that n(t) := n1 and w(t) := (w̄1,1 , . . . , w̄n1 ,1 ). With this setting, we have that p is a solution
of equation (1.1) in the time range t ∈ (0, t1 ) with prescribed initial datum p(0). Condition (2.6) allows us
to perform our “stop-and-go” reset procedure as follows: we denote by n2 the number of distinct points in
(1)
(1)
the set {p1 (t1 ), . . . , pn1 (t1 )}. Notice that (2.6) says that if t1 is finite then n2 6 n1 − 1 (namely, at least
(1)
(1)
two penguins have reached the same position). In this way, the set of points {p1 (t1 ), . . . , pn1 (t1 )} can be
(2)
(2)
identified by the set of n2 distinct points, that we denote by {p1 (t1 ), . . . , pn2 (t1 )}, with the convention that
(2)

p1 (t1 ) < · · · < p(2)
n2 (t1 ).
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n2 }, we also set
w̄i,2 :=

X

w̄j,1 .

j∈{1,...,n1 }
(1)
(2)
p
(t1 )=p
(t1 )
j
i

This says that the new raft of penguins indexed by i contains all the penguins that have reached that position
at time t1 .
Thus, having the “new number of rafts”, that is n2 , the “new number of little penguins in each raft”, that

(2)
(2)
is w̄2 = (w̄1,2 , . . . , w̄n2 ,2 ), and the “new initial datum”, that is p(2) (t1 ) = p1 (t1 ), . . . , pn2 (t1 ) , we can
solve a new differential equation with these new parameters, exactly in the same way as before, and keep
iterating this process.
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Indeed, recursively, we suppose that we have found t1 < t2 < · · · < tk , p(1) : [0, t1 ] → Rn1 , . . . ,
p(k) : [0, tk ] → Rnk and w̄1 ∈ Nn0 1 , . . . , w̄k ∈ Nn0 k such that, setting
p(t) := p(j) (t) ∈ Dj ,

n(t) := nj

for t ∈ [tj−1 , tj ) and j ∈ {1, . . . , k},

w(t) := w̄j

and

one has that p solves (1.1) in each interval (tj−1 , tj ) for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, with the “stop condition”
p(j) (tj ) ∈ ∂Dj ,
where
Dj := {ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρnj ) ∈ Rnj s.t. ρ1 < · · · < ρnj }.
(k)

(k)

Then, since p(k) (tk ) ∈ ∂Dk , if tk is finite, we find nk+1 6 nk −1 such that the set of points {p1 (tk ), . . . , pnk (tk )}
(k+1)
(k+1)
coincides with a set of nk+1 distinct points, that we denote by {p1
(tk ), . . . , pnk (tk )}, with the convention that
(k+1)
p1
(tk ) < · · · < p(k+1)
(tk ).
nk
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , nk+1 }, we set6
X

w̄i,k+1 :=

w̄j,k .

(2.7)

j∈{1,...,nk }
(k)
(k+1)
p
(tk )=p
(tk )
j
i

Let also w̄i,k+1 = w(w̄i,k+1 ). Then, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , nk+1 } and any ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρnk+1 ) ∈ Rnk+1 , we
set
n
o
Pi,k+1 (ρ) := max w̄i,k+1 ,
max
ϕ |ρi − ρj | .
j∈{1,...,nk+1 }
j6=i

For any i ∈ {1, . . . , nk+1 } we also define
µ̄i,k+1 := µ(w̄i,k+1 ),
where µ is the function defined in (1.5) and, for any ρ ∈ Rnk+1 ,
X
m̄i,k+1 (ρ) :=
sign (ρj − ρi ) w̄j,k+1 s(|ρi − ρj |).
j∈{1,...,nk+1 }

We notice that m̄i,k+1 (ρ) is bounded and Lipschitz for any ρ ∈ Dk+1 := {ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρnk+1 ) ∈
Rnk+1 s.t. ρ1 < · · · < ρnk+1 }.
We also define
Vi,k+1 (ρ) := (1 − µ̄i,k+1 ) m̄i,k+1 (ρ) + v µ̄i,k+1
and

Gi,k+1 (ρ, t) := Pi,k+1 (ρ) ε + Vi,k+1 (ρ) + f (ρi , t).
In this way, we have that Gi,k+1 is bounded and Lipschitz in Dk+1 × [0, +∞) and so we find the next
(k+1)
(k+1)
solution p(k+1) (t) = (p1
(t), . . . , pnk+1 (t)) ∈ Dk+1 in the interval (tk , tk+1 ), with p(k+1) (tk+1 ) ∈
∂Dk+1 , by solving the ordinary differential equation

(k+1)
ṗi
(t) = Gi,k+1 p(k+1) (t), t .
This completes the iteration argument and provides the desired notion of solution for equation (1.1).
6

It is useful to observe that, in light of (2.7),
X
i∈{1,...,nk+1 }

w̄i,k+1 =

X

w̄i,k ,

i∈{1,...,nk }

which says that the total number of little penguins remains always the same (more precisely, the sum of all the little penguins in all
rafts is constant in time).
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3

Examples of safe return home

Here, we provide some sufficient conditions for the penguins to reach their home, located at the point H
(let us mention that, in the parade that we saw live, one little penguin remained stuck into panic and did
not manage to return home – so, giving a mathematical treatment of the case in which the strategy of the
penguins turns out to be successful somehow reassured us on the fate of the species).
To give a mathematical framework of the notion of homecoming, we introduce the function
X
wj (t).
[0, +∞) 3 t 7→ N (t) :=
j∈{1,...,n(t)}
pj (t)=H

In the setting of footnote 1, the function N (t) represents the number of penguins that have safely returned
home at time t.
For counting reasons, we also point out that the total number of penguins is constant and given by
X
X
wj (t),
wj (0) =
M :=
j∈{1,...,n(0)}

j∈{1,...,n(t)}

for any t > 0 (recall footnote 6).
The first result that we present says that if at some time the group of penguins that stay further behind
gathers into a raft of at least two elements, then all the penguins will manage to eventually return home. The
mathematical setting goes as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Let to > 0 and assume that
ε+

inf
(r,t)∈R×[to ,+∞)

f (r, t) > ι

(3.1)

for some ι > 0, and
w1 (to ) > 2.
h
Then, there exists T ∈ to , to +

H−p1 (to )
ι

i

(3.2)

such that
N (T ) = M.

Proof. We observe that w1 (t) is nondecreasing in t, thanks to (2.7), and therefore (3.2) implies that w1 (t) >
2 for any t > to . Consequently,
from (1.6), we obtain that w(w1 (t)) = 1 for any t > to . This and (1.7) give

that P1 ρ, w(t); t = 1 for any t > to and any ρ ∈ Rn(t) . Accordingly, the equation of motions in (1.1)
gives that, for any t > to ,



ṗ1 (t) = ε + V1 p(t), w(t); t + f p1 (t), t > ε + f p1 (t), t > ι,
thanks to (3.1). That is, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n(t)},
pj (t) > p1 (t) > min{H, p1 (to ) + ι (t − to )},
which gives the desired result.
A simple variation of Theorem 3.1 says that if, at some time, a raft of little penguins reaches a sufficiently
large size, then all the penguins in this raft (as well as the ones ahead) safely reach their home. The precise
statement (whose proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.1, up to technical modifications, and is therefore
omitted) goes as follows:
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Theorem 3.2. Let to > 0 and assume that
ε+v+

inf
(r,t)∈R×[to ,+∞)

f (r, t) > ι

for some ι > 0, and
wjo (to ) > κ,
for some jo ∈ {1, . . . , n(t
h o )}.
Then, there exists T ∈ to , to +

H−pjo (to )
ι

i

such that

N (T ) >

X

wj (to ).

j∈{jo ,...,n(to )}

4

Pictures, videos and numerics

In this section, we present some simple numerical experiments to facilitate the intuition at the base of the
model presented in (1.1). These simulations may actually be easily compared with the “real life” experience
and indeed they show some of the typical treats of the little penguins parade, such as the oscillations and
sudden change of direction, the gathering of the penguins into clusters and the possibility that some elements
of the herd remain isolated and panic, either7 on the land or in the sea.
In our simulations, for the sake of simplicity, we considered 20 penguins returning to their burrows from
the shore – some of the penguins may start their trip from the sea (that occupies the region below level 0 in
the simulations) in which waves and currents may affect the movements of the animals. The pictures that
we produce have the time variable on the horizontal axis and the space variable on the vertical axis (with
the burrow of the penguins community set at level 4 for definiteness). The pictures are, somehow, selfexplanatory. For instance, in Figure 1, we present a case in which, fortunately, all the little penguins manage
to safely return home, after having gathered into groups: as a matter of fact, in the first of these pictures all
the penguins safely reach home together at the same time (after having rescued the first penguin, who stayed
still for a long period due to isolation and panic); on the other hand, the second of these pictures shows that a
first group of penguins, which was originated by the animals that were on the land at the initial time, reaches
home slightly before the second group of penguins, which was originated by the animals that were in the sea
at the initial time (notice also that the motion of the penguins in the sea appears to be affected by waves and
currents).
We also observe a different scenario depicted in Figure 2 (with two different functions to represent the
currents in the sea): in this situation, a big group of 18 penguins gathers together (collecting also penguins
who were initially in the water) and safely returns home. Two penguins remain isolated in the water, and
they keep slowly moving towards their final destination (that they eventually reach after a longer time).
Similarly, in Figure 3, almost all the penguins gather into a single raft and reach home, while two penguins
get together in the sea, they come to the shore and slowly waddle towards their final destination, and one
single penguin remains isolated and panics in the water, moved by the currents.
The situation in Figure 4 is slightly different, since the last penguin at the beginning moves towards the
others, but (s)he does not manage to join the forming raft by the time the other penguins decide to move
consistently towards their burrows – so, unfortunately this last penguin, in spite of the initial effort, finally
remains stuck in the water.
In Figure 5, all the penguins reach their burrows, with the exception of the last two ones: at the time we end
the simulation, one penguin is stuck on the shore, due to panic, and another one is very slowly approaching
7
The possibility that a penguin remains isolated also in the sea may actually occur in the real-world experience, as demonstrated
by the last penguin in the herd on the video available online at the webpage
https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/enrico/penguins/Penguins2.MOV
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Figure 1: All the little penguins safely return home.
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Figure 2: Two penguins are still in the water after a long time.
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Figure 3: One penguin is stuck in the water.

Figure 4: One penguin moves towards the others but remains stuck in the water.
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Figure 5: One penguin freezes on the shore, another stays in the water.
the beach, but (s)he is still in the water (small modifications of the initial conditions and of the wave function
may lead to different future outcomes, namely either the last penguin is able to reach the shore and happily
meet the other mate to waddle together home, or the strong current may prevent the last penguin to reach the
beach, in which case also the penguin in front would remain stuck).
With simple modifications of the function f , one can also consider the case in which the waves of the sea
change with time and their influence may become more (or less) relevant for the swimming of the little
penguins: as an example of this feature, see Figure 6.
Finally, we recall that, in the setting of Section 1, once a raft of little penguins is created, then it moves
consistently altogether. This is of course a simplifying assumption, and it might happen in reality that one or
a few penguins leave a large raft after its formation – perhaps because one penguin is slower than the other
penguins of the group, perhaps because (s)he gets distracted by other events on the beach, or simply because
(s)he feels too exposed being at the side of the group and may prefer to form a new group in which (s)he
finds a more central and protected position. Though we plan to describe this case in detail in a forthcoming
project (also possibly in light of morphological and social considerations and taking into account a possible
randomness in the system), we stress that natural modifications can be implemented inside the setting of
Section 1 to take into account also this feature. For simple and concrete examples, see Figure 7, in which
several cases are considered (e.g., one of the little penguins leaving the raft gets stuck, or goes back into the
water, or meets another little penguin, and so on).
The situation in which one little penguin seems to think about leaving an already formed draft can be observed in the video
https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/enrico/penguins/Penguins2.MOV
(see in particular the behavior of the second penguin from the bottom, i.e. the last penguin of the already
formed large cluster).
We point out that all these pictures have been easily obtained by short programs in MathLab. As an example,
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Figure 6: Effect of the waves on the movement of the penguins in the sea.
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Figure 7: A modification: one little penguin may leave the raft.
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we posted one of the source codes of these programs on the webpage
https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/enrico/penguins/cononda.txt
and all the others are available upon request (the simplicity of these programs shows that the model in (1.1)
is indeed very simple to implement numerically, still producing sufficiently “realistic” results in terms of
cluster formation and cruising speed of the rafts).
Also, these pictures can be easily translated into animations. Simple videos that we have obtained by these
numerics are available from the webpage
https://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/enrico/penguins/VID/
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